DAY 1: SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2020

1:00 pm – 1:15 pm  Introduction
Allan Tsung, MD and Adil Haider, MD, MPH

1:15 pm – 1:45 pm  Strategies for Success in Grant Writing: What I Wish I Knew Earlier
David Hackam, MD, PhD

1:45 pm – 2:35 pm  How Do Funding Agencies Work
Moderator: Allan Tsung, MD
1:45 pm  NIH Organization, Institutes, Funding, CSR, Awards Types – Melina Kibbe, MD, FAHA
2:05 pm  VA Funding – Clifford Cho, MD
2:15 pm  Other Non-Federal Funding Agencies – Eugene Kim, MD
2:25 pm  Discussion

2:35 pm – 2:45 pm  Break

2:45 pm – 3:15 pm  Essential Elements of a Successful Research Proposal
Moderator: Adil Haider, MD, MPH
2:45 pm  Generating a Hypothesis and Specific Aims – Amir Ghaferi, MD, MS
2:55 pm  Conveying Significance and Innovation – Jayme Locke, MD, MPH
3:05 pm  Creating an Effective Scientific Approach – Allan Goldstein, MD

3:15 pm – 4:00 pm  Breakout Panel Discussion: Basic and Translational Research
Moderator: Timothy Pritts, MD, PhD
Panelists: Timothy Donahue, MD, and Vikas Dudeja, MD

OR

3:15 pm – 4:00 pm  Breakout Panel Discussion: Outcomes and Health Services Research
Moderator: Carrie Lubitz, MD, MPH
Panelists: Caprice Greenberg, MD, MPH, Angela Ingraham, MD, MS, and Heena Santry, MD, MS

4:00 pm – 4:15 pm  Break

4:15 pm – 4:45 pm  Small Group Workshops/Hands on Session
ERA Commons – Kamran Idrees, MD, MSCI, MMHC
NIH Reporter – Kevin Mollen, MD

4:45 pm – 5:45 pm  Grantsmanship Workshop: Specific Aim Page Reviews
DAY 2: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2020

8:00 am – 8:30 am  Top 10 Mistakes Made When Writing your First Grant  
Brian Zuckerbraun, MD  

8:30 am – 10:00 am  Breakout: My First Grant  
Moderator: Brian Zuckerbraun, MD  
8:30 am  Where Can I Find Local or Regional Grant Opportunities? – Daniel Chu, MD  
8:45 am  I Am Not Sure Where to Start – Who Can I Ask for Help? – Ankush Gosain, MD, PhD, FAAP  
9:00 am  How Do I Identify a Research Mentor? – Herb Chen, MD  
9:15 am  Panel Discussion/Small Group Advice  

OR

8:30 am – 10:00 am  Breakout: Career Development Awards  
Moderator: Clara Lee, MD  
8:30 am  General Format of an NIH K Award Application – Hari Nathan, MD, PhD  
8:45 am  Developing the Candidate Statement & Career Development Plan – Shipra Arya, MD, SM  
9:00 am  Mentor/Environment – Heena Santry, MD, MS  
9:15 am  The Do’s and Don’ts of Writing an NIH K Award Application – Luke Funk, MD, MPH  
9:30 am  Discussion  

OR

8:30 am – 10:00 am  Breakout: The K to R Transition  
Moderator: Rebecca Sippel, MD  
8:30 am  General Format of NIH R01 & R21 Applications – Rachel Kelz, MD, MSCE  
8:50 am  Early Investigator Status and Timing of Submission – Jason Sicklick, MD  
9:00 am  Collaborators/Team Science – Genevieve Boland, MD, PhD  
9:15 am  Panel Discussion/Small Group Advice  

10:00 am – 10:15 am  Break  

10:15 am – 11:00 am  Score, Triage, Summary Statement and Resubmission  
Moderator: Sundeep Keswani, MD, FAAP  
10:15 am  What Happens to your Grant after Submission – Malcolm Brock, MD  
10:30 am  Summary Statements and Preparing a Revision – Timothy Donahue, MD  
10:45 am  Discussion  

11:00 am – 11:15 am  Break  

11:15 am – 1:00 pm  Mock NIH Study Session (Health Services Research or Basic Science)  

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK!

Please complete the course evaluation to help us improve the course for future years. The course evaluation can be found online here: www.research.net/r/SIC2020Eval

COURSE MATERIALS

To view course materials, please visit: https://academicsurgicalcongress.org/sic2020, Password: SIC20

Course PPT Presentations will be posted to the web page above a week following the course.